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Switching to LED Bulbs
is Becoming More
Affordable & Appealing
The use of LED bulbs in homes is on the rise nationwide, and with good
reason. Not only are they more energy efficient than their traditional
counterparts, LEDs are becoming more affordable upfront.

Indeed, of the United States’ four billion residential light bulb sockets, less than 10
percent are filled with LED lighting; but by 2020, more than 50 percent will be LED,
according to industry estimates. This year alone, the consumer lighting market is
anticipated to more than double with LED, while traditional CFL bulb usage is
expected to decrease.

LED is not a new technology and has been on the market for years. So what is
driving this sudden consumer shift? New light bulb designs are making these cost-
efficient bulbs more convenient, attractive and affordable. In fact, certain designs
retail as low as under $10 for a three-pack of bulbs.

For example, GE Lighting's new Bright Stik bulb’s slender, sleek design is offered
both in soft white and daylight, and fits in more sockets and fixtures compared to its

general purpose CFL bulb counterpart. It has a rated life of 15,000 hours and should last
nearly 14 years, at a cost of 10 cents per month based on three hours of operation daily
and 11 cents per kilowatt hour.

Designed to be a good alternative to general purpose replacement CFL bulbs, the
Bright Stik can be used anywhere, from sockets found in basements, sheds, and garages
to table and floor lamps, adding up to substantial energy savings over time. These bulbs
are available in-store at The Home Depot or by visiting HomeDepot.com.

To learn more about innovations in LED lighting, get lighting tips for any room of the
house, or to find out how much you stand to save making the simple swap, visit
gelighting.com/LightingWeb/na/consumer.

You don’t need to be a skilled handyman to make an important, planet-friendly home
upgrade that will save your family time and money for years to come. This weekend,
consider trading in your traditional bulbs for a more modern variety.
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